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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 17 run into| go through | break in | pick out | take after Example Dialogues



Aya



: Hi! Long time no see!



Marcus : Oh. Hi Aya! I never expected to run into you here! Is that your son?



Aya



: Yes! His name is Rani. He turned 4 just last month.



Marcus : He’s a big boy now. He certainly takes after you!







Liam



: Here! I’ve picked out a few color schemes for the new website design.



Ethan



: Thanks. Hmm. I’ll have to go through them with my customers later.







Oliver : I honestly thought that someone was trying to break into my car!



Charlie : Did you call the police?



Oliver



: No! In fact, I came closer and didn’t see anyone. Guess it was my imagination.



Try to figure out the meaning of these phrasal verbs. run into | go through | break in | pick out | take after
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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 17 run into | go through | break in | pick out | take after Example Passage



Two weeks ago, Hanna ran into her old friend Aoi. Aoi was grocery shopping. The two women started a conversation, and Aoi told Hanna the latest news. She and her family have been going through a lot lately. First of all, someone broke into their house recently and stole some valuable things. To Aoi’s disappointment, they found her jewelry box and picked out her favorite ornaments. Hanna was shocked to hear that. “I wish I would take after my mother” said Aoi “She was such a careful woman, she always kept her belongings safe!” “Don’t worry, this has nothing to do with your character, it’s just bad luck!” Hanna consoled her.



Again, try to figure out the meaning of these phrasal verbs. run into | go through | break in | pick out | take after
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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 17 run into | go through | break in | pick out | take after Definitions



run into



| to meet someone by chance I ran into Trevor yesterday. He grew a beard!



go through



|



experience



something;



discuss



something;



deal



with



something I went through so much during my last holiday; I cannot forget it. Let us go through this document once again to check for mistakes. Peter went through a lot when his father died.



break in(to)



| burgle; soften with use (about shoes) People who break into houses are called burglars. I got a callus yesterday, as I haven’t broken in my new shoes yet.



pick out pick ... out



| to choose one thing or person from a group Have you picked out a dress for the party yet?



take after



| to look or behave like an older relative Take after your sister and study a more! My son takes after my husband, but he has my eyes.



Make sure you can understand the meaning of these phrasal verbs. run into | go through | break in | pick out | take after
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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 17 run into | go through | break in | pick out | take after Practice



Answer using the correct phrasal verbs (in a correct form) to complete the sentences.



1|I



this cupcake because it had a cherry on top of it!



2 | Daria dislikes



old classmates.



3 | I can’t wait to



4 | Mike should



5 | Jane



my new Dr. Martens shoes!



his father and get some work done.



hell every time she goes to the dentist. She’s just terrified!



6 | Ian doesn’t like carrots, which is why he never



7 | I don’t have time now, so I’ll



dishes with carrots.



your essay later.



8 | Charles Peace is a famous 19th century burglar. He could



9 | Nick



anywhere.



his mother more than his father.



10| I wish the children were more understanding towards him after all he



.



APPLICATION: Create your own sentences using these phrasal verbs. run into | go through | break in | pick out | take after
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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 17 run into | go through | break in | pick out | take after Exercise



Answer using the correct phrasal verbs (in a correct form) to complete the dialogue.



(Igor meets his friend Denis on the street.) Igor



: Denis! Hello!



Denis



: Hello Igor! I



Igor



: Very funny... Actually I have great news! I finally got a promotion!



Denis



: That is amazing! You deserve it after everything you've



Igor



: Yeah. I feel so great. I still can’t believe that the boss



you quite often nowadays.



!



me



of



all the employees!



Denis



: Well, no wonder. You



your father – you’re hardworking and



reliable.



Igor



: Ha ha! Thanks, Denis.



Denis



: Okay. Now how about you treat me to something? Let’s celebrate!



Igor



: Oh well... Let’s go!



Denis



: Wait! I can’t walk anymore. My feet hurt because I haven’t



my



new boots. Let’s get a cab. Igor



: Okay, fine...



APPLICATION: Create your own dialogue using these phrasal verbs with your teacher. run into | go through | break in | pick out | take after
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